
Watcher Token 

 

Abstract: This is a project that brings together people who wish to gain rating to their contents and 

people who wish to earn money in exchange for their given rating. 

1. Introduction 

In today's world, content creating has become one of the major professions. Content creators, earn 

money by interactive relations. In this enormous ocean called Internet, those who are outside the box of 

important creators have a hard time to make their voice heard. The listing algorithms of social media 

platforms are based on highlighting the big whales who get a lot of views. On the discover pages of social 

media platforms are the most viewed accounts only. On the other hand, content creators give a lot of 

their hard work and devotion to be discovered and therefore, they face the fact that they have to pay 

huge budgets for advertisements. Watcher token is the help that content creators need on this very 

topic. 

2. The principle of the system 

Our system serves a different way or earning money for every different purpose. Let's go over this in 

three steps. 

a. From the viewpoint of content creators; 

Content creators wish for a content to gain rating and this has to be organic. They want a video they 

share to be watched by thousands of different computers. Watcher Token gives them exactly what they 

want. The viewers we call the miners, earn money to watch videos in the system. A video added this way 

can get thousands of views in just a second. The producer who wants their video to gain rating, 

determines a price on Watcher Token, and every viewer provides viewership by earning this price. The 

content creator can earn Watcher Token themselves by mining at the same time, and they can gather 

the tokens they will spend for viewership, for free. 

b. From the viewpoint of miners; 

The viewers we call the miners, can earn tokens by just watching videos on a simple computer. The 

miner application watches the video that pays the most tokens, automatically. This way, they can gain 

the video's payment and the mining payment that system determines. 

c. From the viewpoint of referrers that bring the two sides together; 

By sharing the invitation code that they got from the system, they get 10% of all the income. When a 

referrer brings a member in, the referrer gains 10% of all the in-app purchases, video views and mining 

rewards of that member. As a result, the referrer can make their content viewed or convert their tokens 

into money. 



3. The entries that highlight Watcher Token. 

a. Mining 

Mining is a operation that requires a huge processor power in today's world. It needs very powerful CPUs 

and GPUs. To provide these devices are expensive and yet hard. At the same time, the waste of energy is 

a very unproductive operation. 

Watcher token mining doesn't require a powerful equipment. Anybody who has an average computer 

can be a miner. The only important thing for a miner is to watch videos and prove that they are 

watching. It can be activated on times that the computer is not needed for anything, or it can be 

activated on a non-actively-used computer. The computer, with the application, will just visit websites 

and will make miners earn money in relation to this. 

b. Content interaction 

Watcher token helps the content creators to reach the discover page without having to advertise. If the 

content creator also mines, they don't have to buy tokens additionally; because they will spend the 

earnings on views. By this, they can increase the amount of interaction free of charge. 

 

Technical info on the Token 

Watcher Token was created on binance smart chain. 

Contract code: 0xddB88941E9a963BFE3545A479Db1b6af5031bCeD 

The amount produced: 52.000.000 

Symbol: WTCN 

 

Financial info on the Token 

Total demand: 52.000.000 

Daily mining rewards: 10.000 and 10% less than the previous year. 

Reference gains: 10% commission for every joined member's earnings. (views, mining and purchases) 

Distribution of the token: 10.000.000 for the developer team / 10.000.000 for all purchases / 32.000.000 

for the mining 

 

 



Dates of selling and the amounts (total purchase demand : 10.000.000) 

First selling: 5.000.000 a piece  x 0.0007 BNB (July 2022- November 2022) 

Second selling: 2.500.000 a piece x 0.0014 BNB (January 2023- March 2023) 

Third selling: 1.250.000 a piece x 0.0028 BNB (May 2023– August 2023) 

Last selling: 1.250.000 a piece  x 0.0044 BNB (November 2023– December 2023) 

 

Conclusion 

We hope that you will like Watcher Token, which lets you earn money with compleyely organic 

viewership and green energy. Give it a chance and try. You don't have anything to lose. We present a 

system which gains benefit for everybody. A system which is useful for all of us.  

We wish you happiness... 


